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For the Instructional Material Critique & Redesign assignment, I am tailoring two of the

books for students in my 4th-grade general education classroom with English Language

Learners. In contrast, the third book is intended for a 6th-grade general education class. In my

4th-grade classroom, I have a diverse group of students with varying cultural backgrounds,

including Asian, Hispanic, and Middle Eastern. The selected texts are read aloud, a common

practice in my classroom, complementing the use of decodable readers to enhance reading skills

development. These texts align with my classroom's cultural and linguistic diversity, fostering

cultura; appreciation and inclusivity. “If young people see their culture devalued in things such

as political initiatives (e.g., propositions to limit immigration, abolish bilingual education, or ban

gay marriage), they are certain to develop conflicted attitudes concerning their ethnic group,

family, and social culture” (Nieto, 2018), so in turn if young people see their culture celebrated

and respected, it fosters a sense of belonging, positive self-image, and pride, contributing to their

overall well-being and identity formation. Therefore, educating students about different cultures

is essential for promoting a sense of belonging and understanding in the classroom community.

In selecting instructional materials for my 4th-grade general education classroom my goal

was to curate texts that stimulate my students’ intellectual curiosity, resonate with their diverse

cultural backgrounds, and foster a sense of empathy and understanding. The book "Angel Child,

Dragon Child" by Michele Maria Surat captures the essence of acceptance and friendship

through the story of a girl named Ut from Vietnam and a boy named Raymond from the United

States, who navigate cultural differences to form a deep bond. By immersing my students in

narratives that celebrate diversity and promote empathy, I hope to cultivate an inclusive

classroom environment where every student feels respected and valued.

The book "Frida" by Jonah Winter offers a captivating exploration of the life and art of

Frida Kahlo, a renowned Mexican artist known for her indomitable spirit and vibrant paintings.

Through Frida's story, students are not only exposed to Mexican culture and traditions but also

inspired to embrace their creativity and express themselves authentically. By delving into Frida's
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life and artistic journey, students gain a deeper understanding of Mexican heritage and the

importance of self-expression, fostering a sense of cultural pride and identity.

In parallel, the chapter book, "Esperanza Rising" by Pam Muñoz Ryan transports readers

to the tumultuous era of the Great Depression, where Esperanza Ortega, a young girl from

Mexico, grapples with unexpected hardships and challenges as she immigrates to California.

This book resonates with students as they explore Esperanza’s immigration story. Through

Esperanza’s journey, students gain insights or make connections into the experiences of

immigrant families and the importance of perseverance, resilience, and solidarity in the face of

adversity.

By incorporating these rich and diverse narratives into my instructional materials, I aim

to provide students with mirrors and windows into different cultures and perspectives, fostering a

deeper appreciation for the world around them. As educators, it is our responsibility to create

learning environments that cultivate and reflect cultural awareness, empathy, and a sense of

global citizenship, empowering students to become empathetic and engaged members of society.

Book 1

Step 1: Critical Analysis and Evaluation

Title: "Angel Child, Dragon Child" by Michele Maria Surat
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Surat, M. M. (2007). Angel Child, Dragon Child. Scholastic.

“Angel Child, Dragon Child" by Michele Maria Surat is a compelling story that skillfully

explores themes of acceptance, cultural identity, and friendship, making it an excellent resource

for fourth-grade students. The story is about Ut, a young Vietnamese girl who immigrates to the

United States and faces the challenges of adapting to a new culture while preserving her heritage.

As stated above, "Angel Child, Dragon Child" addresses themes of acceptance, cultural

identity, and friendship which aligns with the New York State Next Generation English

Language Arts Learning Standards for fourth-grade students. In addition, the book's guided

reading level of M and lexile level of 600L-700L make it accessible for fourth-grade students,

providing opportunities for guided reading, independent reading, or a read-aloud. Additionally,

the Vietnamese translations embedded in the text enhances the learning experience for English

Language Learners, allowing them to engage with the story on a deeper level by connecting with

Ut's cultural background.

English Language Learners or students from Asian backgrounds, may benefit from seeing

their cultural experiences reflected in the story, fostering a sense of inclusion and validation in

the classroom. For example, a Vietnamese student of mine felt excited to see his language

represented in the text and eagerly participated in discussions about Ut's journey. However, it's

essential to consider how "Angel Child, Dragon Child" relates to non-Asian English Language

Learners as well. While the story centers on a Vietnamese protagonist, its themes are universal

and can resonate with students from diverse cultural backgrounds. By highlighting these shared

experiences, educators can create a more inclusive learning environment where all students feel

represented, respected, and valued.

Despite its strengths, "Angel Child, Dragon Child" may present challenges for some

English Language Learners, particularly those still developing their English language skills.
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Including Vietnamese translations may be helpful for Vietnamese-speaking students but could

pose difficulties for students from other linguistic backgrounds. Teachers should provide their

students with additional scaffolding and support to ensure that all students can access and

understand the text effectively, such as employing language modeling techniques, incorporating

frequent comprehension checks, and providing vocabulary support.

Step 2: Evaluation Based on Non-Negotiable Criteria

"Angel Child, Dragon Child" by Michele Maria Surat effectively meets the

non-negotiable criteria for meeting the needs of English Language Learners. The story maintains

grade-level rigor while promoting academic language development and knowledge-building by

exploring cultural identity and acceptance. By incorporating Vietnamese translations and cultural

references, the text ensures cultural relevance for Vietnamese-speaking students, fostering a

sense of belonging and connection. For example, the protagonist, Ut, shares elements of her

Vietnamese heritage, such as traditional clothing like the áo dài, Vietnamese cuisine like pho,

and cultural customs like honoring ancestors during Tết (Lunar New Year). Surat seamlessly

integrates Vietnamese words and phrases into the narrative, providing English translations within

the text to aid comprehension for non-Vietnamese speakers. These cultural elements enrich the

story and provide opportunities for all students to engage with diverse perspectives and

traditions. Additionally, scaffolding strategies, such as contextual clues and embedded

translations, support English Language Learners without compromising content or rigor.

Step 3: Close Review and Selection

The evaluation criteria for this text encompass areas such as collective conversation,

cultural pertinence, individual and and personal reflection, lexical development, and

understanding. Applying a checklist or rubric for assessment ensures the text's effectiveness in

engaging students. Emphasis would be placed on gauging students’ comprehension and insights
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derived from small group interactions and whole class discussions, supplemented by a related

writing task. This method enables the assessment of students' prior knowledge, comprehension

during reading, and reflections afterward, all achieved through specific questions and discussions

tailored to their needs.

Step 4: Utilizing the WIDA PRIME Tool

Evaluating "Angel Child, Dragon Child" with the WIDA PRIME tool for text-to-self

connection lessons underscores the material's effective integration with the WIDA Standards

Framework. Thisbook successfully fostered language development by connecting students'

personal experiences to those of the protagonist, Ut. The narrative encourages English Language

Learners to make personal connections, therefore deepening their comprehension and expanding

their linguistic skills in a contextually rich manner. The book employs instructional supports like

visual aids, translations, and glossaries, making complex concepts accessible to learners at

various proficiency levels. This approach not only supports language acquisition but also

encourages critical thinking and personal engagement with the text, positioning "Angel Child,

Dragon Child" as an exemplary resource for enriching English Language Learners language

learning and content comprehension in a culturally sensitive framework.

Step 5: Infographic Creation

For the text redesign, including "synonym sandwiches" alongside definitions and visuals

for select words would enhance understanding and engagement. This strategy involves

presenting new vocabulary with synonyms, making it easier for students to grasp the meanings in

context. Adding visuals can further support comprehension by providing concrete examples of

the discussed concepts, especially for ESL students. This approach not only aids in vocabulary

development but also enriches the reading experience, making complex ideas more accessible

and engaging for all students.
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Book 2

Step 1: Critical Analysis and Evaluation

Title: "Frida" by Jonah Winter

Winter, J. (2016). Frida. Scholastic.

"Frida" by Jonah Winter is a captivating and gorgeously illustrated book that delves into

the life and art of Frida Kahlo, providing students with an engaging introduction to her unique

style and inspiring story. The book’s guided reading level of Q and Lexile level of 760L, offers

valuable opportunities for English Language Learners in my fourth-grade classroom. As a

teacher, I appreciate how "Frida" aligns with ELA standards, offering diverse perspectives and

promoting cultural understanding among students.

By integrating this book into our curriculum, we can empower students to appreciate the

richness of Mexican culture and find inspiration in Kahlo's remarkable life journey. During

read-aloud, "Frida" sparks meaningful discussions about Kahlo's resilience and the power of

self-expression through art. Students connect with Kahlo's experiences, exploring themes of

identity and overcoming adversity. However, it's important to approach sensitive topics, such as

Kahlo's health struggles, with care and age-appropriate explanations.
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I supplemented the book with interactive activities, such as art projects inspired by

Kahlo's work, to enhance comprehension and engagement. These hands-on experiences allowed

students, especially English Language Learners, to connect more deeply with Kahlo's artistic

vision while honing their creative skills.

However, I've found that while "Frida" presents opportunities, it also presents challenges

when teaching English Language Learners. While the text's vibrant illustrations enhance cultural

relevance and engagement for all students, including English Language Learners, certain aspects,

such as implicit information, can be particularly challenging. For instance, when the text

describes Frida's perpetual pain while the illustration depicts her wrapped in thorns, some

English Language Learners may struggle to make the connection without additional support. But,

by incorporating visual cues and explicitly guiding students through the interpretation process, I

was able to empower my students to effectively develop their comprehension skills and engage

with the text more deeply.

Step 2: Evaluation Based on Non-Negotiable Criteria

When evaluating "Frida" based on non-negotiable criteria, it's essential to consider its

accessibility for English Language Learners, alignment with standards, and cultural relevance.

The book effectively meets these criteria by providing a rich narrative about Frida Kahlo's life

and art, which enhances cultural diversity and relevance in fourth-grade literature. The text's

guided reading level and Lexile level ensure accessibility for English Language Learners, while

its inclusion of visual elements and embedded translations supports comprehension and

engagement. Additionally, the fact that many students may be familiar with Frida Kahlo from art

class provides a valuable foundation for making connections and deepening understanding.
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Step 3: Close Review and Selection

Using the WIDA PRIME tool, I can further evaluate this text based on academic

language, performance definitions, and performance indicators. The students have been

considered when choosing this text based on the overall message it sends, their background

knowledge, and vocabulary challenges. "Frida" presents its narrative using language that is both

straightforward and deeply expressive, ensuring its accessibility to fourth-grade students. For

instance, when describing Frida Kahlo's struggles with physical pain, Winter employs vivid

imagery, such as "her body is a canvas of thorns," to convey the intensity of her suffering. This

imagery not only captures students' attention but also prompts them to consider the metaphorical

significance of Frida's art in expressing her inner turmoil. Additionally, the text introduces

cultural elements, such as Frida's iconic self-portraits and her Mexican heritage, providing

opportunities for students to connect with the story personally and expand their cultural

awareness. These examples illustrate how "Frida" effectively balances simplicity with depth,

engaging students while challenging them to explore complex themes. Therefore, I will need to

support students with a redesign using infographics to aid their comprehension.

Step 4: Utilizing the WIDA PRIME Tool

Upon evaluation using the WIDA PRIME tool, it is evident that "Frida" by Jonah Winter

is a highly suitable resource for 4th-grade classrooms. The text exhibits language complexity

appropriate for English Language Learners, offering contextual support and opportunities for

language development. Moreover, "Frida" encompasses cultural relevance, providing students

with a rich exploration of Frida Kahlo's life and art and fostering cross-cultural understanding. Its

alignment with language development standards effectively supports English Language

Learners’ language acquisition and academic growth. Additionally, "Frida" encourages student

engagement and facilitates meaningful interactions and discussions, promoting language

development in an immersive learning environment.
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Step 5: Infographic Creation
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Book 3

Step 1: Critical Analysis and Evaluation

Title: "Esperanza Rising" by Ryan P. Muñoz

Muñoz Ryan, P. (2000). Esperanza Rising. Scholastic.

"Esperanza Rising" is a compelling narrative that explores complex themes relevant to

middle school students, such as cultural identity and socio-economic disparity. The story's

realistic characters and vivid descriptions draw readers in, encouraging students to think deeply

about the plot. However, the complex language and historical background might be a challenge

for English Language Learners. English Language Learners may need extra guidance and

support to fully understand and take part in the story.

Step 2: Evaluation Based on Non-Negotiable Criteria

"Esperanza Rising" effectively maintains grade-level rigor by addressing complex themes

such as cultural identity and socio-economic disparity, which align with academic expectations
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for middle school students. The narrative promotes knowledge-building by immersing readers in

cultural and historical contexts. Additionally, the text ensures cultural relevance by centering on

the experiences of Mexican immigrants during the Great Depression, providing diverse

perspectives that resonate with students from similar backgrounds. However, while the story

offers rich opportunities for cultural exploration and language development, it may present

challenges for newcomers and lower proficiency level students due to its elevated language and

historical references. These students may require additional support and scaffolding, such as

guided discussions, simplified vocabulary, and visual aids, to access and comprehend the text

effectively.

Step 3: Close Review and Selection

"Esperanza Rising" offers rich, versatile opportunities to teach various topics across the

curriculum. In English Language Arts, the novel can be used to explore themes such as identity,

resilience, and social justice through close reading and literary analysis. In History or social

studies, the historical backdrop of the Great Depression provides context for discussions on

economic disparities and immigration. Additionally, the novel's cultural elements offer avenues

for exploring Mexican heritage and traditions, making it relevant for multicultural education.

Step 4: Utilizing the WIDA PRIME Tool

In Chapter 3 of "Esperanza Rising," students may encounter several challenges that could

affect their comprehension, particularly when considering the criteria outlined in the WIDA

PRIME tool. The cultural and historical context surrounding Esperanza's experiences as a

Mexican immigrant in the United States during the Great Depression may be unfamiliar territory

for students not well-versed in Mexican culture or that historical period. Additionally, the chapter

introduces themes of discrimination and prejudice, which are sensitive topics for some students

and require careful handling by the teacher in alignment with WIDA standards. Furthermore, the
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complex sentence structures and vocabulary used to describe Esperanza's emotions and

experiences may also pose challenges for students, particularly those still developing their

English language proficiency, according to WIDA indicators. Overall, the nuanced portrayal of

Esperanza's internal struggles and external conflicts may demand deeper critical thinking and

analysis to fully grasp the text, aligning with WIDA's expectations for language development. It

is important that teachers support their students in navigating these complexities providing

opportunities for clarification and discussion.

Step 5: Infographic Creation

I created a timeline for Chapter 3: Los Higos because it helps ELLs by visually

organizing the sequence of events. It provides a clear chronological structure, making it easier

for students to understand the story's progression and remember key details. Additionally, the

timeline serves as a reference point for discussing the story in English and helps reinforce

vocabulary related to time and events.
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